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RIP tattoos are an interesting way of paying tributes to all those who have gone to continue
another part of their journey that is beyond life. Many like to get a symbol. Dear Dad, We love
you, We miss you so much Your love and your kindness Your soft gentle touch If we had to live
life over We would choose you once more.
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Birthday Wishes for Dad: A father’s birthday should ideally start and end with adorable hugs from
his daughter, high fives from his son and kisses from his wife.
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I Love You Messages for Dad: Don’t wait for Father’s Day or a birthday to express your feelings.
Write a sweet quote and post in on Facebook, Twitter and. Share the best dad quotes collection
with inspirational, wise and funny quotes on dads, fathers and fatherhood by famous authors,
comedians, poets.
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A huge list of the most interesting quotes taken from numerous Eminem's statements and
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